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Basic anatomy of acha tugi 

long fingered frog

➢ Species of frog within the Arthroleptidae family

➢ The frogs enjoys hiding in trees away from predators 

and eating insects

➢ The frog has incredibly long fingers 

➢ Adaptations: 4 fingers on the front two hands and 3 

fingers on the back two hands (easier to climb/grip 

trees)

➢ The frog has eyes that can almost see a 360 view and 

has usual brown spotted pattern on its back to 

appear as dirt to predators

Common Name: Acha Tugi Long Fingered Frog

Scientific Name:Cardioglossa schioetzi 

The frog is a Genus Species, as there are 16 other 

species incredibly similar frogs. Some are the 

Cardioglossa leucomystax, Cardioglossa alsco and 

the Cardioglossa cyaneospila.



Habitat & Survival

➢ Mainly found in Nigeria but sometimes Cameroon (African 

countires along the tropical forest)

➢ Lives in the tchabal mbabo forest

➢ The Acha Tugi long fingered frog lives in the trees of the 

Cross River National park which is home to the tchabal 

mbabo forest

➢ The frog survives by hiding from preadtors in the tree tops and 

uses it's long fingers to be able to climb and stick to the trees



Reproduction 
& Behavior

■ Behavior: This specific species thrives while 

being alone. They do not hunt, travel or eat 

with other acha tugi long fingered frogs and 

ususlayy tend to keep to themselves.

■ The frog interacts with humans in many ways 

as the frog occainsly proides humans with 

themselves as food. But on a regualr basis the 

acha tugi long fingered frog keeps the insect 

popualtion low for humans as the frogs 

consume the insects.

❖ Reproduction: The acha tugi long fingered frog 

mates and then lays their eggs in the water to later 

hatch. There can be anywhere from 6-20 frog eggs 

being expelled from one mother into the water at a 

time. The eggs stay in the water for around 5-6 

months growing. 

❖ The eggs grow into young long fingered frogs and 

eventually make their way to land and climb up 

trees in the forest to find another mate and the 

cycle continues. There is no specfic mating season 

as the forest in Nigeria/Cameroon doesn’t change 

seasons. The young acha tugi long fingered frogs 

are small to being with but as they grow older their 

fingers get longer.
Acha Tugi long fingered frog eggs in 

water around 2 months old



ECOSYSTEM
o Abiotic factors: weather,landforms, water salinity, gelogic events

o Biotic factors: insects, fish, water plants, bacteria

o Located in: Nigeria & Cameroon wetlands

o The acha tugi long fingered frog is at risk of becoming endangered 

due to the loss of resources (biotic factors) such as the trees which 

they live in. The trees ar ebeing cut down and stripping the frog of 

its habitat resulting in the frog being more visable to predators who 

eat them if they aren't hidden in the trees.

o Food: insects such as flies, bettles, and spiders

o Predator to the insects but Prey to snakes, and large birds

o No symbiotic relationship in nature



Reason for the frog 
being vulnerable to 
endangerment

❖ Increase in housing developments

Nigerians are stripping the acha tugi long fingered 

frog from their homes by building into their habitat. 

The human population of Nigeria is 190.9 million 

people and it continues to grow. As a result of the 

growing number of Nigerians more homes are being 

built.

The tchabal mbabo forest is the main home to the 

acha tugi long fingered frog and is also the same 

forest which developers want to continue to turn into 

housing development in years to come.



Reason for the frog 
being vulnerable to 
endangerment

➢ Deforestation/Logging-Companies 

are invading forests containing the 

specific frog species in order to find 

oil, rubber or cocoa. 

➢ The companies want to produce 

and sell these items to other 

countries. As a result of logging 

companies are ruining their natural 

resources and killing the acha tugi 

long fingered frog as a direct result.



Conservation 
& Future

Timeline of endangerment:

❑ The acha tugi long fingered frog was placed 
into the cross river national park in Nigeria. 
As of 2016 the frog is not yet considered 
endangerred only vulnerable to becoming 
endangered. 

Human Importance:

❑ If the desforestation of the frog's habitat 
continues the frog will have nowhere to live 
because the tree provides the frog with 
shelter, and food. The more frogs that die the 
less insects are being consumed which results 
in humans being swarmed with more insects 
than usual. Which can lead to disease, 
humans need the frogs to balance the forest.

❑ Number of Frogs left: There is 

no certain number found of the 

acha tugi long fingered frog and 

the species is poorly known due 

to the large forest being filled 

with more than 1,000 other 

organisms spreading across a 

4,000 km span. The animal is 

also small and hard to find.



The Acha Tugi Long fingered frog needs to saved...

❑ The acha tugi frog consumes a wide variety of insects that live among the 

leaves of the tall trees and without the trees they have no food. The number 

of insects is increasing as the acha tugi long fingered frog is decreasing and 

Nigerians don’t need any more widespread disease due to insect 

overpopulation.

❑ After a tree is cut down for product use, the acha tugi long fingered 

frog no longer has a home to be protected from predators. The species 

is open to possible death, and as the number of trees is decreasing so 

is the number of acha tugi frogs. They lose their home 

which provides protection, and their food food source.



GOVERNMENT 
INTERVENTION

o The governments within Nigeria where the long fingered 

frog resides have not done much to intervene to save 

the species. The only documented action that the 

government has taken is classifying the acha tugi long 

fingered frog as vulnerable.

o The government has many species already on the 

endangered list and the acha tugi long fingered frog is 

not yet endangered so is not much of a threat. For 

example, the West African giraffe & Cross River Gorilla 

are severly endangered and are looked at more seriosult 

than the frog.



Sustainable Logging

✓ Nigeria is home to a large varity of 

forests, therefore, many people rely 

on the forests to provide petroleum, 

oil and other resources through 

logging. The companies whom are 

responsible for the destruction of 

many of Nigerias forests don’t replant 

any new trees.

✓ Taking action and planting more 

trees will help to replenish the number 

of trees that have already been 

decimated.

✓ Replant trees...As soon as a tree is cut 

down for commerical use companies 

need to replant two more trees to 

replace the one lost tree. The more 

trees that are planted the more trees 

there are in the future to take carbon 

in and let oxygen out for humans.



Logging & deforesation... (1F2 Act)

■ By making it illegal to cut 
down a tree without replanting 
two new trees would 
signifcantly reduce the 
number of trees cut down. 
Companies don’t want to 
hastle with lawsuits and will 
comply with the law.

■ This law would be called the 
one for two act. The 1F2 act 
also provides people with 
more jobs as people can make 
money planting trees instead 
of cutting them down.



FINAL RECOVERY PLAN
The recovery plan will take around 40 years to plant enough trees to replenish 

the lost trees and allow for time for the trees to grow. We will need 

somewhere from $40,000 and $75,000 depending on how expensive the labor 

costs of planting these trees are and planting more than 2,000 trees costs a 

large sum of money. In the long run it will be worth it as planting two trees 

after cutting one tree down produces twice more than before.
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